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Abstract— Joint time-variant channel estimation and multi-
user detection are key building-blocks for wireless broadband
communication for mobile users at vehicular speed. We propose
an iterative receiver for a multi-carrier (MC) code division mul-
tiple access (CDMA) system in the uplink. Multi-user detection is
implemented through iterative parallel interference cancelation
and conditional linear minimum mean square error (MMSE)
filtering. MC-CDMA is based on orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), thus time-variant channel estimation can
be performed for every subcarrier individually. The variation of
a subcarrier over the duration of a data block is upper bounded
by the maximum Doppler bandwidth which is determined by
the maximum velocity of the users. We exploit results from
the theory of time-concentrated and bandlimited sequences and
apply a Slepian basis expansion for time-variant subcarrier esti-
mation. This approach enables time-variant channel estimation
without complete knowledge of the second-order statistics of the
fading process. The square bias of the Slepian basis expansion
is one order of magnitude smaller compared to the Fourier
basis expansion. The square bias of the basis expansion is the
determining factor for the performance of the iterative joint
channel estimation and data detection. We present an iterative
linear MMSE estimation algorithm for the basis expansion
coefficients in a multi-user system. The consistent performance
of the iterative receiver using the Slepian basis expansion is
validated by simulations for a wide range of velocities.

Index Terms— Discrete prolate spheroidal sequence, MC-
CDMA, multi-user detection, OFDM, parallel interference cance-
lation, Slepian basis expansion, time-variant channel estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS broadband communications for mobile users
at vehicular speed is the cornerstone of future 4th

generation systems. This paper deals with joint iterative time-
variant channel estimation and multi-user detection for the
uplink of a multi-carrier (MC) code division multiple access
system (CDMA).

In current direct sequence (DS) CDMA systems, like
UMTS, single user RAKE receivers are used and the interfer-
ence due to other users is treated as noise. Thus, the system
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load, defined as the ratio between the number of users K and
the spreading sequence length N ,

β = K/N , (1)

is practically limited to values β < 0.5.
Higher system loads β > 0.5 can be achieved by iterative

multi-user receivers. In such receivers the soft information
gained about the transmitted data symbols after the decoding
stage is used to enhance the channel estimation and to reduce
the interference for data detection in consecutive iterations. It
was shown [1]–[4] that iterative receivers achieve performance
close to the single user bound in fully loaded systems β = 1.

The channel estimation in current UMTS systems is based
on the block fading assumption which leads to performance
degradation at higher user velocities [5], [6] and for longer
block length. For data blocks that are longer than the co-
herence time of the channel the block fading assumption
does not hold. Iterative receivers are more sensitive to time-
variant channel conditions, since a certain minimum code
block length is needed in order to achieve fast convergence.
In the present paper we extend the iterative receiver concept
to time-variant channels by introducing a new time-variant
channel description based on the Slepian basis expansion [7].

The variation of a wireless channel over the duration of a
long coded data block is caused by user mobility and multipath
propagation. The Doppler shifts on the individual paths depend
on the user’s direction and its velocity v, the carrier frequency
fC , and the scattering environment. The maximum variation
in time of the wireless channel is upper bounded by the
maximum (one sided) normalized Doppler bandwidth

νDmax =
vmaxfC
c0

TS , (2)

where vmax is the maximum supported velocity, TS is the
symbol duration, and c0 denotes the speed of light.

We apply orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) in order to transform the time-variant frequency-
selective channel into a set of time-variant frequency-flat
channels, the so called subcarriers. We deal with time-variant
channels which vary significantly over the duration of a long
block of OFDM symbols. Each OFDM symbol is preceded
by a cyclic prefix to avoid inter-symbol interference.

Under the assumption of small inter-carrier interference,
each time-variant frequency-flat subcarrier is fully described
through a sequence of complex scalars at the OFDM symbol
rate 1/TS. This sequence is bandlimited by νDmax. In order
to perform coherent multi-user detection we need to estimate
a time limited snapshot of this bandlimited sequence at the
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Fig. 1. Model for the MC-CDMA transmitter and the channel in the uplink.

receiver side. The length of these snapshots is equal to the
length of a data block consisting of OFDM data symbols with
interleaved OFDM pilot symbols.

We take advantage of Slepian’s basic result that time-
limited parts (snapshots) of band-limited sequences span a low
dimensional subspace [8]. The basis functions of this subspace
are the discrete prolate spheroidal sequences. Using these
results from the theory of time-concentrated and bandlimited
sequences we represent a time-variant subcarrier through a
Slepian basis expansion of low dimensionality [7], [9]. It
was shown in [7], [9] that the square bias of the Slepian
basis expansion is more than one order of magnitude smaller
compared to the square bias of the Fourier basis expansion
[10] (i.e. a truncated discrete Fourier transform). The main
reason for this improvement is that the frequency leakage
effect of the Fourier transform is avoided. Channel estimation
for a single user OFDM system using DPS sequences was also
investigated independently in [11].

For iterative time-variant channel estimation we combine
the pilot symbols with soft symbols which are supplied by a
soft-in soft-out decoder, implemented by the BCJR algorithm
[12]. For iterative multi-user detection we apply parallel
interference cancelation (PIC), using feed back soft symbols,
and individual linear MMSE filtering.

In [13], [14] it is stated that MC-CDMA has several draw-
backs which hinders its application in the uplink. This draw-
backs are namely the destroyed orthogonality of the spreading
codes due to the frequency selective channels and the not
adequate channel estimation quality. However, the analysis in
[13], [14] was conducted for an receiver based on a single
user matched filter. We show in this paper that by applying
iterative multi-user detection and iterative time-variant channel
estimation MC-CDMA becomes a very interesting candidate
for future 4G systems. We show that MC-CDMA can achieve
excellent performance for time-variant channels in the uplink.

Contributions:

• We derive an iterative linear MMSE estimator for the
Slepian basis expansion coefficients in the uplink of
a multi-user MC-CDMA system using feedback soft
symbols.

• A lower bound for the mean square channel estimation
error per subcarrier is presented and validated by simu-
lations.

• We provide simulation results for a fully loaded MC-
CDMA uplink. The bit error rate performance using the
Slepian basis expansion and the Fourier basis expansion
for time-variant channel estimation are compared and
analyzed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:

We define the notation and introduce the signal model for
the multi-user MC-CDMA uplink in Section II. In Section III,
the iterative multi-user detector for time-variant channels is
presented. The Slepian basis expansion is explained in Section
IV. Based on these results the iterative multi-user channel
estimator is derived. In Section V an analytic lower bound
for the mean square channel estimation error per subcarrier
is provided. Simulation results are given in Section VI and
conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. SIGNAL MODEL FOR TIME-VARIANT

FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE CHANNELS

A. Notation

In this paper we use the following notation: A column vector
is denoted by a and its i-th element with a[i]. Equivalently, we
denote a matrix by A its i, �-th element by [A]i,�. Its transpose
is given by AT, its conjugate transpose by AH and its upper
left part with dimension P ×Q by AP×Q. A diagonal matrix
with elements a[i] is written as diag(a) and the Q×Q identity
matrix as IQ. The absolute value of a is denoted through |a|
and its complex conjugate by a∗. The largest (smallest) integer,
lower (greater) or equal than a ∈ R is denoted by �a� (�a�).

B. Signal Model

The transmitter for the MC-CDMA uplink is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The transmission is block oriented,
a data block consists of M − J OFDM data symbols and
J OFDM pilot symbols. Every OFDM symbol is preceded
by a cyclic prefix to avoid inter-symbol interference. Each
user transmits symbols bk[m] with symbol rate 1/TS. Discrete
time is denoted by m. There are K users in the system,
the user index is denoted by k. Each symbol is spread by
a random spreading sequence sk ∈ C

N with independent
identically distributed (i.i.d.) elements chosen from the set
{±1 ± j}/√2N . The data symbols bk[m] result from the
binary information sequence χk[m′′] of length 2(M − J)RC
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length M = 256 and J = 60 OFDM pilot symbols.

by convolutional encoding with code rate RC , random bit-
interleaving and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) mod-
ulation with Gray labeling.

The M − J data symbols are distributed over a block of
length M fulfilling

bk[m] ∈ {±1 ± j}/
√

2 for m /∈ P (3)

and bk[m] = 0 for m ∈ P allowing for pilot symbol insertion.
The pilot placement is defined through the index set

P =
{⌊

i
M

J
+
M

2J

⌋
| i ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1}

}
, (4)

see Fig. 2. After spreading, pilot symbols pk[m] ∈ C
N with

elements pk[m, q] are added

dk[m] = skbk[m] + pk[m] . (5)

The elements of the pilot symbols pk[m, q] for m ∈ P and q ∈
{0, . . . , N − 1} are randomly chosen from the QPSK symbol
set {±1 ± j}/√2N , otherwise pk[m] = 0N for m /∈ P .

Then, an N point inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
is performed and a cyclic prefix of length G is inserted.
A single OFDM symbol together with the cyclic prefix is
represented by μk[m] ∈ C

P and has length P = N + G
chips. We write μk[m] = T CPF H

Ndk[m].
The cyclic prefix operation is carried out by T CP =[

IT
CPIN

]T
∈ R

P×N . It replicates the last G chips of each

OFDM symbol to the front. ICP ∈ R
G×N denotes the last G

rows of the identity matrix IN ∈ R
N×N . The unitary DFT

matrix FN ∈ C
N×N has elements [FN ]i,� = 1/

√
N e

−j2πi�
N

for i, � = 0, . . . , N − 1.
After parallel to serial conversion according to μk[m] =

[μk[mP ], . . . , μk[mP + P − 1]]T, the chip stream μk[n]
with chip rate 1/TC = P/TS is transmitted over a time-
variant multipath fading channel with L resolvable paths.
The transmit filter, the time-variant channel and the matched
receive filter together are represented by hk(t, τ). We denote
the time-variant impulse response sampled at the chip-rate by
h′k[n, �] = hk(nTC, �TC).

A time-variant channel impulse response generally intro-
duces inter-carrier interference in an OFDM system. However,
if the channel variation in time, measured by the normalized
Doppler bandwidth, stays below a certain threshold the inter-
carrier interference is small enough to be neglected for the
receiver side processing [15]. This condition is fulfilled if the
one-sided normalized Doppler bandwidth νD is much smaller
than the normalized subcarrier bandwidth P/N ,

νDN

P
< ε . (6)

For ε = 10−2 the DFT is still applicable [16] although the
channel is time-variant.

For the processing at the receiver side we are able to treat
the time-variant channel as constant for the duration of each
single OFDM symbol if (6) is fulfilled. Hence, hk[m, �] =
h′k[mP, �], corresponding to

hk[m] = [hk[m, 0], . . . , hk[m,L− 1]]T ∈ C
L×1 (7)

in vector notation. The time-variant frequency response
gk[m] ∈ C

N with elements gk[m, q] is defined as the DFT of
the time-variant impulse response gk[m] =

√
NFN×Lhk[m].

At the receive antenna the signals of all K users add up.
The receiver removes the cyclic prefix and performs a DFT.
The received signal vector after these two operations is given
by

y[m] =
K∑
k=1

diag (gk[m]) (skbk[m] + pk[m]) + z[m] , (8)

where complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean
and covariance σ2

zIN is denoted by z[m] ∈ C
N with elements

z[m, q].

III. ITERATIVE DATA DETECTION

We define the time-variant effective spreading sequences

s̃k[m] = diag (gk[m]) sk , (9)

and the time-variant effective spreading matrix S̃[m] =
[s̃1[m], . . . , s̃K [m]] ∈ C

N×K . Using these definitions we
write the signal model for data detection as

y[m] = S̃[m]b[m] + z[m] for m /∈ P (10)

where b[m] = [b1[m], . . . , bK [m]]T ∈ C
K contains the

stacked data symbols for K users.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the iterative receiver. The

receiver detects the data b[m] using the received symbol

vector y[m], the spreading matrix S̃
(i)

[m], and the feedback
extrinsic probability EXT(c(i)k [m′]) on the code symbols at
iteration i. The time-variant frequency-selective (multipath)
nature of the channel implies to build a filter which is matched
to the effective time-variant spreading sequence s̃

(i)
k [m]. For

the moment, it is only of interest that the channel estimator
supplies an estimate ĝk[m] of the time-variant frequency
response for every user. The general optimization problem is
therefore reduced to the estimation of b[m] only (for the time
invariant case see [17], [18]).

A. Time-Variant Parallel Interference Cancelation

In order to cancel the multi-access interference, we perform
soft cancelation for user k

ỹ
(i)
k [m] = y[m] + s̃

(i)
k [m]b̃(i)k [m] − S̃

(i)
[m]b̃

(i)
[m]. (11)

Vector b̃
(i)

[m] contains the soft bit estimates that are computed
from the extrinsic probability (EXT) supplied by the decoding
stage (see Section III-C). The mapping for the QPSK alphabet
is given by

b̃k[m] = E
b

(EXT){bk[m]} =

=
1√
2

(
E
c

(EXT){ck[2m]} + jE
c

(EXT){ck[2m+ 1]}
)

(12)
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Fig. 3. Model for the MC-CDMA receiver. It performs joint iterative time-variant channel estimation and multi-user detection.

where E
c

(EXT){ck[m′]} = 2EXT{ck[m′] = +1}−1 calculates

the expectation over the alphabet of c which is {−1,+1}
and EXT{ck[m′] = +1} is the EXT supplied by the BCJR
decoder. The notation in (12) explicitly shows that the expec-
tation is calculated using EXT. Later in Section IV-B we will
use soft symbols derived from a-posteriori probability (APP)
for iterative channel estimation.

B. Time-Variant Unbiased Conditional Linear MMSE Filter

The output of the interference canceler ỹ
(i)
k [m] is further

cleaned from noise and multi-access interference with a suc-
cessive linear MMSE filter in order to obtain a code symbol
estimate,

w
(i)
k [m] =

(
f

(i)
k [m]

)H

ỹ
(i)
k [m] . (13)

A time-variant unbiased conditional linear MMSE filter for
the MC-CDMA system can be found similarly to the linear
MMSE detector given in [17]. To simplify the notation we
omit the iteration index i for the filter. It has the form

fH
k [m] =

s̃H
k [m]

(
σ2
zIN + S̃[m]V [m]S̃

H
[m]
)−1

s̃H
k [m]

(
σ2
zIN + S̃[m]V [m]S̃

H
[m]
)−1

s̃k[m]
.

(14)
Matrix V [m] denotes the error covariance matrix V [m] =

E
b

{
(b[m] − b̃[m])(b[m] − b̃[m])H

}
with diagonal elements

[V ]k,k = 1 − |b̃(i)k [m]|2, the other elements are assumed
to be zero. In this case we calculate the variance for the
symbol at time instant m belonging to user k and call the
filter conditional since it is conditioned on the feedback soft-
symbols [17].

C. Decoder

The iterative receiver feeds back soft values on code bits
ck[m′] in order to get better detection results and better
channel estimates. The soft feedback values are computed
from the APP and the EXT of the code bits through mapping
to QPSK symbols (29), (12), see also [18]. A soft-input soft-
output decoder for binary convolutional codes, implemented
using the BCJR algorithm [12], supplies these measures. The
input values to the decoder are the so-called channel values

w′
k[m

′] derived from the MMSE-filter output after demapping
and deinterleaving.

The noise variance is estimated as σ̂2
z,k =

1
2M

∑2M−1
m′=0 |w′

k[m
′] − μ̂w′,k|2 modeling the residual multi

access interference after the linear MMSE filter as additional
Gaussian noise. The mean value of the absolute channel
values is estimated by μ̂w′,k = 1

2M

∑2M−1
m′=0 |w′

k[m
′]|. The

explicit estimation of μ̂w′,k is necessary because during the
first iterations the channel estimates are not accurate and thus
the linear MMSE filter (14) is not truly unbiased.

The APP for the code symbol being +1 if
w′
k[m

′] is observed is given by APP {ck[m′]} =
Pr {ck[m′] = +1 | w′

k[m
′]}. The link between APP

and EXT is established via APP {ck[m′]} ∝
EXT {ck[m′]}Pr {w′

k[m
′] | ck[m′] = +1} where the last

expression denotes the channel transition function, which
is formulated as conditional Gaussian probability density
function

Pr {w′
k[m

′] | ck[m′] = +1} =

=
1√

2πσ̂2
z,k

exp

(
−|w′

k[m
′] − μ̂w′,k|2
2σ̂2

z,k

)
. (15)

IV. ITERATIVE TIME-VARIANT CHANNEL ESTIMATION

The performance of the iterative receiver crucially de-
pends on the channel estimates for the time-variant frequency
response gk[m] since the effective spreading sequence (9)
directly depends on the actual channel realization. The MC-
CDMA transmission takes place over N (essentially) orthog-
onal frequency-flat time-variant subcarriers. Reflecting this
we rewrite (8) as a set of equations for every subcarrier
q ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1},

y[m, q] =
K∑
k=1

gk[m, q] (sk[q]bk[m] + pk[m, q]) + z[m, q] .

(16)
Please note that we aim at estimating the time-variant

channel for a data block consisting of M OFDM symbols,
typically MνDmax ≥ 1. We split the channel estimation task
into two parts:
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• First, we find a suitable basis expansion which describes
the time-variation of gk[m, q] for the duration of a data
block m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.

• In a second step the basis expansion coefficients are
estimated individually for every subcarrier but jointly
for all users. The estimation is performed in an iterative
manner using soft feedback symbols.

A. Slepian Basis Expansion

The coefficients of the time-variant impulse response
hk[m,n] are bandlimited by νDmax (2). Under assumption
(6) the same is true for gk[m, q]. The Doppler spectrum for
subcarrier q and user k is defined as

Gk(ν, q) =
∞∑

m=−∞
gk[m, q]e−j2πνm . (17)

where 1
2 ≤ ν < 1

2 . The band limitation of Gk(ν, q) to νDmax

can be expressed by

gk[m, q] =

νDmax∫
−νDmax

Gk(ν, q)ej2πνmd ν . (18)

Limiting the infinite sum in (17) to an interval of length M
results in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Truncating the
DFT leads to the Fourier basis expansion described in [10] for
time-variant channel estimation. However, the time windowing
with length M causes spectral leakage and the truncation of
the DFT gives rise to the Gibbs phenomenon. Both effects
together imply that the Fourier basis expansion suffers from
high square bias [9].

The theory of time-concentrated and bandlimited sequences
developed by Slepian in [8] enables a better suited approach
for the time-variant estimation problem, as shown in [7] for
a MC-CDMA downlink. Slepian asked which sequence is
most concentrated in a given frequency range νDmax and
simultaneously in a certain time interval of length M . This
optimization problem was solved for discrete time in [8].

The sequences bandlimited to νDmax and mostly concen-
trated in an interval of length M are the discrete prolate spher-
oidal (DPS) sequences. The DPS sequences ui[m, νDmax,M ]
are defined as the real solution to

M−1∑
�=0

sin(2πνDmax(�−m))
π(�−m)

ui[�, νDmax,M ] =

= λi(νDmax,M)ui[m, νDmax,M ] (19)

for i ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} and m ∈ {−∞,∞} [8]. We drop
the explicit dependence of ui[m] on νDmax and M which
we consider fixed system parameters for the remainder of
this paper. The DPS sequences are doubly orthogonal on the
interval [−∞,∞] and [0,M − 1]. The eigenvalues λi are
clustered near 1 for i < �2νDmaxM� and rapidly decay to
zero for i > �2νDmaxM�. Therefore, the approximate signal
space dimension of time-limited snapshots of a band-limited
signal is given by [8, Sec. 3.3]

D′ = �2νDmaxM� + 1 . (20)

For our application we are interested at ui[m] for the
interval [0,M − 1] only. We introduce the term Slepian

sequences for the index limited DPS sequences and define the
vector ui ∈ R

M with elements ui[m] form ∈ {0, . . . ,M−1}.
The Slepian sequences ui are eigenvectors of the matrix
C ∈ R

M×M fulfilling

Cui = λiui . (21)

The eigenvalues λi are identical to those in (19) and matrix
C is defined as [C]i,� = sin[2π(i−�)νDmax]

π(i−�) , where i, � =
0, 1, . . . ,M − 1.

Summarizing, the Slepian sequences span an orthogonal
basis which allows to represent time-limited snapshots of
band-limited sequences. We expand the sequence gk[m, q] in
terms of Slepian sequences ui[m]

gk[m, q] ≈ g̃k[m, q] =
D−1∑
i=0

ui[m]ψk[i, q] , (22)

where m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} and q ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. The
dimension D of this basis expansion fulfills D′ ≤ D ≤M−1.
By choosing D we control the mean square error

MSEM =
1
M

M−1∑
m=0

E

{
|g[m] − g̃[m]|2

}
, (23)

where the indices k and q are omitted.
We emphasize that the selection of a suitable Slepian basis,

defined by M and νDmax, exploits solely the band-limitation
of the Doppler spectrum to νDmax. The details of the Doppler
spectrum for |ν| < νDmax are irrelevant for the design of
ui[m]. Our approach therefore differs from a Karhunen-Loève
transform [19] which requires complete knowledge of the
second-order statistics of the fading process.

B. Signal Model for Time-Variant Multi-User Channel Esti-
mation

Substituting the basis expansion (22) for the time-variant
subcarrier coefficients gk[m, q] into the system model (16) we
obtain

y[m, q] =
K∑
k=1

D−1∑
i=0

ui[m]ψk[i, q]dk[m, q] + z[m, q] , (24)

where dk[m, q] = sk[q]bk[m] + pk[m, q].
Thus, the subcarrier coefficient estimates ψ̂k[i, q] can be

obtained jointly for all K users but individually for every
subcarrier q. We define the vector

ψq = [ψ1[0, q], . . . , ψK [0, q], . . . ,

ψ1[D − 1, q], . . . , ψK [D − 1, q]]T ∈ C
KD (25)

containing the basis expansion coefficients of all K
users for subcarrier q. Furthermore, we introduce yq =
[y[0, q], . . . , y[M − 1, q]]T ∈ C

M for the received symbol
sequence of each single data block on subcarrier q. Using
these definitions we write

yq = Dqψq + zq , (26)

where

Dq = [diag (u0)Dq, . . . ,diag (uD−1)Dq] ∈ C
M×KD ,

(27)
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and Dq ∈ C
M×K contains the transmitted symbols for all K

users on subcarrier q

Dq =

⎡
⎢⎣

d1[0, q] . . . dK [0, q]
...

. . .
...

d1[M − 1, q] . . . dK [M − 1, q]

⎤
⎥⎦ . (28)

For channel estimation, J pilot symbols in (24) are known.
The remaining M − J symbols are not known. We replace
them by soft symbols that are calculated from the APP
obtained in the previous iteration. This enables us to obtain
refined channel estimates if the soft symbols get more reliable
from iteration to iteration. For the first iteration the soft
symbols b̃′k[m] for m /∈ P are set to zero.

We define the soft symbol matrix D̃q ∈ C
M×K according

to (28) by replacing dk[m, q] with d̃k[m, q] = sk[q]b̃′k[m] +
pk[m, q]. The soft symbols b̃′k[m] are defined according to

b̃′k[m] = E
b

(APP){bk[m]} =

=
1√
2

(
E
c

(APP){ck[2m]} + jE
c

(APP){ck[2m+ 1]}
)

(29)

where E
c

(APP){ck[m′]} = 2APP{ck[m′]} − 1 and

APP{ck[m′]} is the APP supplied by the BCJR decoder.
Finally we define D̃q ∈ C

M×KD according to (27) by re-
placing Dq with D̃q. Thus, matrix D̃q contains deterministic
pilot symbols and statistical information about the transmitted
data symbols.

C. Linear MMSE Estimation of Basis Expansion Coefficients

We constrain the time-variant channel estimator to be linear
in yq (see [4] for the block fading case). We will omit
the index q in the following derivations to simplify the
notation. The linear estimator can be expressed as ψ̂LMMSE =
Ay where the matrix A satisfies the Wiener-Hopf equation
CyyAH = Cyψ . The covariance matrices are given by (y, ψ
and z are zero-mean and statistically independent)

Cyy = E
b

E
ψ

E
z

{
yyH

}
= E

b

{
DCψDH

}
+ σ2

zIM (30)

Cyψ = E
b

E
ψ

E
z

{
yψH

}
= E

b
{DCψ} � D̃Cψ, (31)

where the index below the expectation operator denotes the
random variable with respect to which the expectation is taken.
The covariance matrix Cψ for ψ is given by

Cψ =
1

2νDmax
IK ⊗ diag([λ0, . . . , λD−1]) (32)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker matrix product. We note that
the diagonal structure of Cψ is exact for a flat Doppler spec-
trum with Doppler bandwidth νDmax. The estimator is then
similar to a reduced rank Wiener filter [20]. However, for other
Doppler spectra the square bias of the Slepian basis expansion
is still very small due to the strongly reduced dimensionality
of the time-concentrated and band-limited subspace. We show
analytic and numerical results in Section V and VI.

Expectations with respect to b are computed using APPs of
data symbols, see (29). The linear MMSE estimator is then:

ψ̂LMMSE = Cyψ
HCyy

−1y =

= CψD̃H
(

E
b

{
DCψDH

}
+ σ2

zIM

)−1

y. (33)

we note that due to the independence of the users and the data
symbols within one block, it holds:

E
b
{bk′ [m′]b∗k[m]} =

{
b̃k′ [m′]b̃∗k[m], k′ �= k,m′ �= m
1, k′ = k,m′ = m

(34)
for k, k′ ∈ {1, ...,K} and for m,m′ ∈ {0, 1, ...,M − 1}.

With (34) we are able to write the expectation of the product

E
b

{
DCψDH

}
as product of expectations plus a correcting

diagonal matrix Λ which takes (34) into account

E
b

{
DCψDH

}
= E

b
{D}Cψ E

b

{
DH
}

+ Λ = D̃CψD̃H
+ Λ.

(35)
The elements of the diagonal matrix Λ are defined as:

[Λ]mm =
1
N

K∑
k=1

D−1∑
i=0

λiu
2
i [m]var{bk[m]}, (36)

where the symbol variance

var{bk[m]} = E
b

{∣∣∣∣bk[m] − E
b
{bk[m]}

∣∣∣∣
2
}

= 1 − |b̃k[m]|2.
(37)

Inserting (35) into (33) yields:

ψ̂LMMSE = CψD̃H

⎛
⎜⎝D̃CψD̃H

+ Λ + σ2
zIM︸ ︷︷ ︸

�Δ

⎞
⎟⎠

−1

y. (38)

For evaluation of this estimator it is necessary to invert an
M -dimensional matrix, which is computationally expensive.
Therefore, we apply the matrix inversion lemma to (38) and
the final expression becomes:

ψ̂LMMSE =
(
D̃H

Δ−1D̃ + C−1
ψ

)−1

D̃H
Δ−1y. (39)

The rows of matrix D̃ are scaled by the diagonal matrix Δ,
taking into account the variances of the noise and of the soft
symbol estimates.

After estimating ψ̂q for all q∈{0, . . . , N−1} an estimate
for the time-variant frequency response is given by ĝ′k[m, q]=∑D−1

i=0 ui[m]ψ̂k[i, q]. Further noise suppression is achieved if
we exploit the correlation between the subcarriers ĝk[m]=
FN×LF H

N×Lĝ′
k[m]. Finally, this allows to perform data de-

tection by inserting the channel estimates ĝk[m] into (9).

V. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE ITERATIVE TIME-VARIANT

CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERROR PER SUBCARRIER

In [7] analytic results for the mean square time-variant
channel estimation error for a single subcarrier are derived
and compared with simulation results for the MC-CDMA
downlink. It is shown that the square bias of the Slepian
basis expansion is more than one order of magnitude better
compared to the Fourier basis expansion. We will use the
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Fig. 4. bias2M for the Slepian and the Fourier basis expansion. We use
a Jakes’ Doppler spectrum and vary the Doppler bandwidth in the range
0 ≤ νD ≤ 3.9 · 10−3 which corresponds to a velocity of 0 ≤ v ≤
102.5 km/h= 28.5 m/s. The basis expansions have dimension D = 3 and
the Slepian sequences are designed according to νDmax = 3.9 · 10−3 and
block length M = 256. Additionally we show bias2M for a velocity range
of 0 ≤ v ≤ 205 km/h= 56.9 m/s (νDmax = 7.8 · 10−3).

results from [7] in order to obtain a lower bound for the
iterative time-variant channel estimation error in the uplink.
In the uplink K individual channels must be estimated.

The mean square error (23) of the basis expansion can be
described by the sum of two terms

MSEM = bias2M + varM (σ2
z ,K, J, b̃

′) , (40)

where bias2M is independent of σ2
z . A lower bound is given

by

MSEM ≥ bias2M (41)

which gets tight with decreasing σ2
z (increasing signal to

noise ratio) and with increasing number of iterations. With
consecutive iterations the feedback soft symbols b̃′ get more
reliable and act as additional pilot symbols.

In order to obtain bias2M we define the instantaneous
frequency response of the basis expansion [7]

H(m, ν) = fT[m]G−1
M−1∑
�=0

f∗[�]e−j2πν(m−�) , (42)

where m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}, |ν| < 1/2, and

f [m] = [u0[m], . . . , uD−1[m]]T ∈ C
D , (43)

contains the instantaneous values of the basis functions. The
ideal basis expansion would have H(m, ν) = 1. Matrix G is
defined as

G =
∑
�∈P

f [�]fH[�] , (44)

taking into account the number of pilot symbols J and their
placement according to the index set P .

We define the instantaneous error characteristic as [21]

E(m, ν) = |1 −H(m, ν)|2 ,

and express the square bias of the basis expansion estimator
through

bias2[m] =

1
2∫

− 1
2

E(m, ν)S(ν)d ν . (45)

For the purpose of performance analysis for a nominal
ensemble of channel realizations, we specify a Doppler power
spectrum S(ν). Please note that S(ν) is not used for the
derivation of the basis functions ui[m].

The square bias for a block of length M is denoted by

bias2M =
1
M

M−1∑
m=0

bias2[m] =

1
2∫

− 1
2

EM (ν)S(ν)d ν , (46)

where the mean error characteristic is defined as

EM (ν) =
1
M

M−1∑
m=0

E(m, ν) . (47)

In order to highlight the constant performance gains of the
Slepian basis expansion over the Fourier basis expansion we
plot bias2M for two different scenarios in Fig. 4. We plot bias2M
for the Jakes’ Doppler spectrum

Sgg(ν) =
1

πνD

√
1 −
(
ν
νD

)2
for |ν| ≤ νD , (48)

and Sgg(ν) = 0 for |ν| > νD
We consider a transmission with carrier frequency fC =

2 GHz, each OFDM symbol has N = 64 subcarriers and the
cyclic prefix has length G = 15. The chip rate is 1/TC =
3.84 · 106 s−1 resulting in an OFDM symbol rate of 1/TS =
48.6 · 103 1/s. In the first scenario the maximum speed of the
user is vmax = 102.5 km/h= 28.5 m/s which results in the
maximum normalized Doppler frequency νDmax = 3.9 ·10−3.
The data block has length of M = 256 symbols. With these
system parameters the approximate dimension of the signal
space becomes D′ = �2νDmaxM� + 1 = 3. We choose the
number of basis functions D = D′.

In the second scenario the maximum speed of the user is
vmax = 205 km/h= 56.9 m/s which results in νDmax = 7.8 ·
10−3 and D = D′ = 5. Figure 4 shows that the performance
advantage of the Slepian basis expansion is not dependent on
the velocity range.

In order to obtain the results for the Fourier basis expansion
the Slepian sequences need to be replaced by

u
(F)
i [m] = e

j2π(i−(D−1)/2)m
M (49)

and
C(F)

ψ =
M

D
IKD . (50)

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The realizations of the time-variant frequency-selective
channel h′k[n, �], sampled at the chip rate 1/TC, are generated
using an exponentially decaying power delay profile

η2[�] = e− �
4 /

L−1∑
�′=0

e− �′
4 (51)
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Fig. 5. Mean square channel estimation error per subcarrier MSEM versus
Eb/N0 for the Slepian basis expansion and the Fourier basis expansions. We
show MSEM for K = 64 users after the first and fifth iteration and for
K = 1 user after the first and second iteration. The users move with v =
70 km/h= 19.4 m/s (vmax = 102.5 km/h, v/vmax = 0.68). For increasing
Eb/N0 and increasing number of iterations MSEM approaches bias2M .

with L= 15 resolvable paths, �= 0, . . . , L − 1 [22]. The
discrete time indices n and � denote sampling at rate 1/TC.
The power-delay profile corresponds to a root mean square
delay spread TD =4TC =1μs for a chip rate of 1/TC =
3.84 · 106 s−1. The autocorrelation for every channel tap is
given by Rh′h′ [n, �] = η2[�]J0(2πνDPn) which results in the
classical Jakes’ spectrum. We simulate the Jakes’ spectrum
using a model presented in [23] and add some enhancements
to achieve correct Rayleigh fading statistics for the full range
of velocity 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax [7], [24]. We emphasize that the
simulation uses a time-variant channel sampled at the chip
rate. Any possible effect from residual inter-carrier interfer-
ence would be visible in the simulation results.

We simulate an isolated-cell scenario since no scrambling
code is applied. We assume chip synchronization for the
simulations and no frequency offset between the individual
users. In practical systems the cyclic prefix can be enlarged
G > L in order to relax the time synchronization. A residual
frequency offsets smaller than νDmax can be handled by the
time-variant channel estimation. However, time and frequency
synchronization are not the scope of this paper.

The system operates at carrier frequency fC=2 GHz. The
number of subcarriers N =64 and the OFDM symbol with
cyclic prefix has length of P =G+N = 79. The data block
consists of M = 256 OFDM symbols. The system is fully
loaded, there are K=N=64 users in the system, β=K/N=1.

For data transmission, a convolutional, non-systematic, non-
recursive, 4 state, rate RC=1/2 code with generator poly-
nomial (5, 7)8 is used. The illustrated results are obtained
by averaging over 100 independent channel realizations. The
QPSK symbol energy is normalized to 1 and we defined
Eb/N0 = 1

2RCσ2
z

P
N

M
M−J taking into account the rate loss due

to coding, pilots and cyclic prefix.
We analyze two scenarios:

• The first scenario assumes vmax = 102.5 km/h= 28.5 m/s
which results in D=D′=3 for the Slepian basis expansion.
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Fig. 6. MC-CDMA uplink performance in terms of BER versus SNR
for iteration 1 to 5. The performance for the Slepian and the Fourier basis
expansion is compared. Both use D = 3 basis functions. The K = 64 users
move with v = 70 km/h, the upper speed limit is vmax = 102, 5 km/h.
Additionally we provide the single user bound and the performance for
K = 64 users with perfect channel knowledge (perf. ch.).

This is a typical maximum velocity for urban environ-
ments. The maximum Doppler bandwidth BDmax =
190 Hz and νDmax = 3.9 · 10−3. J = 60 OFDM pilot
symbols are used per OFDM data block.

• In the second scenario vmax=205 km/h= 56.9 m/s which
results in νDmax=7.8 · 10−3 and D=D′=5. This is a
typical maximum velocity for rural environments. Due
to the enlarged velocity range the subspace dimension
increases. Thus, more parameters need to be estimated
per subcarrier compared to the first scenario. J = 100
OFDM pilot symbols are used per OFDM data block.

A. Channel Estimation Error

In Fig. 5 we show the MSEM per subcarrier versus Eb/N0.
The lower bound for the MSEM is given by bias2M and
plotted for comparison. bias2M for the Slepian basis expansion
is one order of magnitude smaller compared to the Fourier
basis expansion. We compare the MSEM after the first and
the fifth iteration. The channel estimation error decreases
with consecutive iterations due to the feedback soft symbols
which serve as additional pilots. The feedback soft symbols
become more reliable from iteration to iteration. The described
behavior is documented in Fig. 5 for the single user case
K = 1 as well as under full load K = N = 64.

With increasing number of users K the channel estimation
performance degrades. This is due to the fact, that in the uplink
the number of parameters that needs to be estimated increases
linearly with the number of users while the block length M
stays constant.

Comparing results for both the Slepian and Fourier basis
expansion we see that the MSEM for the Slepian basis
expansion is reduced by one order of magnitude at Eb/N0 =
16 dB.

The simulations in Fig. 5 use a basis functions design for
scenario one (0 ≤ v ≤ 102.5 km/h= 28.5 m/s). The users
move at velocity v = 70km/h.
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B. Bit Error Rate

In Fig. 6 we illustrate the MC-CDMA uplink performance
with iterative time-variant channel estimation in terms of bit
error rate (BER) versus Eb/N0. Scenario one is assumed. The
users move with v = 70km/h.

The results for the Slepian basis functions andK = 64 users
show convergence to smaller bit error rates from iteration 1
to iteration 5. For comparison the results for the Fourier basis
expansion with K = 64 users after 5 iterations is shown too.
The distance of more than 8 dB to the Slepian basis expansion
is due to the higher square bias of the Fourier basis expansion
(cf. Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 also shows the single user bound (SUB) which is
defined as the performance for one user K = 1 and a perfectly
known channel gk[m]. Additionally, we plot the performance
for K = 64 users and perfect channel knowledge. It can be
seen that for perfect channel knowledge the single user bound
is reached at the fourth iteration.

The 1 dB penalty between the SUB and the results for
K = 1 user including channel estimation (after 2 iterations)
is mainly due to the square bias of the basis expansion for
D = 3. The 4 dB penalty between the SUB and the results for
K = 64 users including channel estimation (after 5 iterations)
is due to the increased variance varM in (40) (see also [7]). For
every subcarrier, KD coefficients must be estimated. Under
full load KD = 192 comes near to the overall number of
symbols in a single data block M = 256. Thus, the variance
of the channel estimates increases as the number of users
approaches full load since the number of parameters increases
with K while the block length M stays constant.

In Fig. 7 we show simulation results for K = 64 users
after iteration 5. For the first scenario (vmax = 102.5 km/h=
28.5 m/s) we show examples for v ∈ {0, 70, 100} km/h. The
advantage of the Slepian basis expansion over the Fourier
basis expansion can be explained by the lower bias2M of the
Slepian basis expansion as shown in Fig. 4. For v = 0 km/h
both basis expansion show the same square bias and thus also
the bit error rate performance in Fig. 7 is comparable. For
v = 70 km/h= 19.4 m/s the square bias distance between the
two basis expansion is largest as is also the difference in the
bit error rate performance. For v = 100 km/h= 27.8 m/s the
square bias of the Slepian basis expansion is highest, thus
the bit error rate performance difference to the Fourier basis
expansion is reduced compared to v = 70 km/h= 19.4 m/s.

For the second scenario with vmax = 205 km/h= 56.9 m/s
we show an example for v = 150 km/h where again the perfor-
mance gain of the Slepian basis expansion is documented. Due
to the larger number of basis functions D = 5 the performance
is reduced over scenario one, where only D = 3 parameters
need to be estimated per subcarrier and user.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented an iterative multi-user receiver for the uplink
of a MC-CDMA system. By exploiting basic results from the
theory of time-concentrated and bandlimited sequences we
were able to obtain a Slepian basis expansion for iterative
time-variant channel estimation. The selection of a suitable
Slepian basis, defined by M and νDmax, solely exploits the
band-limitation of the Doppler spectrum to νDmax. The details
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Fig. 7. MC-CDMA uplink performance in terms of BER versus SNR after
5 iterations. We compare the performance of the Slepian and the Fourier
basis expansion for K = 64 users. We use D = 3 basis functions for
v ∈ {0, 70, 100}km/h and D = 5 basis functions for v = 150 km/h.

of the Doppler spectrum for |ν| < νDmax are irrelevant. This
approach enables iterative time-variant channel estimation with
almost no knowledge of the second-order statistics of the
fading process. We established an analytic lower bound for
the MSE per subcarrier that enable easy comparisons between
the Slepian and the Fourier basis functions. We presented
an iterative linear MMSE estimation algorithm for the basis
expansion coefficients using feedback soft symbols.

We showed that the distance in square bias of the Slepian
and the Fourier basis expansion is the determining factor for
the iterative receiver performance in terms of bit error rate
versus signal to noise ratio. The consistent performance gain
of the Slepian basis expansion over the Fourier basis expansion
was shown by simulations for a wide range of velocities.
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